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Modeling and Evaluation of Paper Machine
Coater Sections Part 1: 1-Coater
Section and Tension Setpoints

Guillermo Ramı́rez A., Member, IEEE, M. Anibal Valenzuela , Senior Member, IEEE,
Steve Pittman , Senior Member, IEEE, and Robert D. Lorenz, Life Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Coater sections are challenging to tune during the
commissioning of a paper machine. This paper presents a detailed
mechanical–electrical model of a 1-coater section, which includes a
linear, operating point model of the sheet in the different spans, all
the drivetrain components, and the vector-controlled ac drives. The
sheet model considers tail widening as well as the effect of coating
and drying on the sheet elastic constant, activation of the torque
current control, and the beginning of coating. The developed model
allows for complete evaluation of the different transient events
including paper slack due to load impacts. Results show that the
best performance of the drives is obtained operating the spans with
even sheet tensions, which reduces and/or eliminates the operation
of the drives in regeneration or braking zones.

Index Terms—AC drives tension control, coater section, multi-
span, paper machine, pulp and paper industry.

NOMENCLATURE

Acronyms

BW Bandwidth.
PI Proportional integral.
VSD Variable speed drive.

Symbols

pli Pounds per linear inch.
Ksh Sheet stiffness.
τ sh Sheet time constant.
R Roller radius, in m.
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GR Gear box ratio.
Ω Rotational speed, in rad/s.
Tem Electromagnetic torque, in N.m.
Jp Total inertia reflected to motor side.
i∗q Torque current setpoint.
iq Torque current (quadrature current component).
id Flux current (direct current component).
F ∗

sh Sheet tension setpoint.
Fsh Sheet tension.
Tsh Sheet torque.
v Drive (tangential) speed.

Subscripts

a, b, c abc frame referred variables.
q, d qd frame referred variables.

I. INTRODUCTION

TYPICALLY, each coating stage of a paper machine is com-
posed of a backing and applicator roll pair followed by a

two-cylinder coater dryer. Downstream of the last coater are the
drystack and reel sections, and upstream of the first coater is the
last dryer section of the machine. Paper rolls are placed between
these rolls and cylinders to guide the sheet through the different
sections. Tension control is accomplished by mounting specific
paper rolls on load cells.

The set of coaters form a multispan arrangement where the
sheet is coated and then dried. During the coating stages the
sheet is wet, which results in sheet elongation. Meanwhile, dur-
ing the drying stages, the sheet shrinks slightly. This makes
tuning for the sheet tension of a 2- or 4-stage coater section very
challenging.

For proper coating and drying of the sheet, the sheet tension
must be controlled throughout each span. Tension and torque
control is achieved by applying a speed vernier to the backing
rolls, coater dryers, and drystack speed references. The control
strategy of the coater section drives must be capable of simulta-
neously controlling the speed and sheet tension in the multispan
system without producing sheet breaks or sheet slacks.

A. Web Handling

This arrangement of rolls transporting the paper sheet falls in
the category of a multispan web handling system. Web handling,
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and specifically web transport, has been the focus of interest of
several authors [1]–[4]. The main goal of these articles is the de-
velopment of control strategies that allow simultaneous and de-
coupled control of speed and sheet tension on multispan systems
with a strong cross coupling produced by the transported web,
especially in the presence of transient events and disturbances.

The two primary control strategies used for web handling
applications are draw control and proportional integral (PI) ten-
sion control [5], [6]. Draw control is an open-loop approach
that takes advantage of the proportional relation of the speed
difference between spans and the tension of the elastic web be-
ing transported. The primary advantage of this approach is its
simplicity. The drawback is its inability to maintain consistent
web tension when the web’s modulus of elasticity changes. This
occurs for many reasons, including moisture variation and basis
weight changes.

In web handling applications that require more accurate con-
trol of the web tension in the different spans, the industry stan-
dard solution is the use of local PI tension controllers that can
work in combination with tension sensors (load cells, dancer
rolls) [7], or using estimation algorithms of the sheet tension
(virtual sensing) [8], [9]. The main challenge of this control op-
tion is to assure decoupled control of the speed and web tension,
especially during speed changes.

With the increase in the operating speeds of coater machines,
the use of hand-tuned decentralized PI controllers is not capable
of assuring an acceptable web tension control during transient
events and/or disturbances, and more robust control strategies
that assure proper decoupling between the speed control and
web tension control have been proposed and evaluated.

These new control strategies use adaptive controllers [12],
[13] or optimizing controllers [10]–[12], in decentralized [14],
[15] or multivariable structures [16]. Another control strategy
proposed is a unique active disturbance rejection control that is
capable of handling tension and velocity regulation problems
found in web process lines [17], [18]. In order to test these
control strategies, web handling pilot plants, typically formed
by four stages (unwind, two tension controlled spans, and one
rewind), have been built [15], [19].

B. Coater Sections

In the specific case of paper coater sections, few authors
have analyzed the sheet tension control. Lowe [20] and Wilson
[21] show a general description of the coater section process
requirements and of the drive control options. In addition, in
[22] the drive and control performance of an off-coater machine
is presented.

There are two specific characteristics of the coater sections
that need to be addressed carefully. First, in the case of the
coater dryers, indirect sheet tension control needs to be used,
typically by controlling the torque current component iq of the
ac drive. Second, the sheet properties show important changes
in the backing–dryer span where the sheet is wet, and in the
span downstream of the coater dryers where the sheet is being
dried [20], [21].

The goal of this paper is to develop a detailed mechanical–
electrical model of a coater section which includes modeling the

Fig. 1. 1-Coater section arrangement.

TABLE I
DETAILS FOR 1-SECTION COATER

sheet, first considering a threaded sheet tail and then its widening
out to full sheet, the activation of the tension and torque current
component loops, and the effect of coating and drying on the
sheet elastic constant. The model is completed by including
roll inertias, diameters, gear reducers, and vector-controlled ac
drives operating in speed, tension, and torque current control
modes, as presented in [23].

In this first part, a theoretical 1-section coater is evaluated
considering three different options for the sheet tension set-
points, followed by an evaluation of the effect of load impacts
on control performance including the case where paper slack is
present [23].

II. MODELING OF A 1-SECTION COATER

A. Coater Section Arrangement

Typically a coater section is formed by a sequence of two-
or four-coating stages. In order to understand the effects of
the sheet tension setpoints on the process conditions and drive
operation, a single coating stage is simulated. Fig. 1 depicts the
coater rolls and drive arrangement.

The simulated 1-coater section is formed by the backing roll,
coater dryer, and the drystack. Upstream of the backing roll,
the last dryer section of the paper machine has a large inertia
and operates in speed control. Downstream of the drystack is
the reel section, which operates in torque control. The model
is completed with the elastic sheet passing through these rolls.
During coating, the sheet is wet, which is modeled by a decrease
in the elastic constant. During sheet drying, the sheet gets stiffer
and the sheet elastic constant increases.

For the sake of simplicity, all the drives are assumed identical
with a rated power of 37.3 kW (50 HP) and the rolls and cylinder
diameters and inertias, as well as the gearbox ratios, have typical
values of a production coater section. All these values are listed
in Table I.


